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After arriving in London on Sunday the 16th of June, Day 1 of the 
West Minister Workshop on Gender Scrutiny began with delegates 
introducing themselves and identifying areas of particular interest. 
Expressing my interest in seeing greater female representation in 
Parliaments in Australia, it was both interesting and informative to 
hear of the various interests of delegates, such as finding ways to 
empower women to fill leadership roles in Parliaments.  

 

Beyond introductions, the delegates learnt about the importance of 
mainstreaming gender into the scrutiny of legislation and budgets, 
through an informative and factual presentation from Janet Veitch 
OBE, Associate Gender Adviser to the British Council and Richard 
Cracknell, Head of Social Statistics at the House of Commons Library.  

 

Whilst both Australia and the United Kingdom have laws embedded 
to prevent gender discrimination, discrimination remains 
omnipresent in society and throughout the workplace (etc.). Panel 
members (including Sarah Champion MP, Labour Member of the UK 
Women and Equalities Committee and Naz Shah MP, Labour Shadow 
Minister for Women and Equalities) at the Workshop spoke of the 
importance of applying pressure (i.e. through gender sensitive 
legislative scrutiny) to address innate discrimination and inequality 
that persists in many jurisdictions.  

 

Further presentations focused on the importance of gender 
mainstreaming in terms of encouraging, promoting and empowering 
women through leadership and economics.  



On the second day of the conference, delegates participated in 
discussions with practitioners who work with parliamentarians from 
around the world to mainstream gender sensitive scrutiny into 
legislation and budgets.  

 

I had the opportunity to listen to the Rt Hon Maria Miller MP, Chair 
of the Women and Equalities Select Committee, on her role as the 
first and only Chair of the UK Women and Equalities Select 
Committee. This Committee selects laws to scrutinise and produces 
reports which the UK Government must respond to. This 
presentation ultimately provided fantastic insight into how 
committees and their inquiries dive into the details of legislation and 
how they can be very effective in influencing governments.  

 

The Workshop day concluded with delegates listening to a 
presentation from a panel of young people from around the 
Commonwealth, where they talked about issues including knife 
crime and sexual violence against women and girls.  

 

On the final Workshop day, the committee exercise took place with 
the Hon Fatoumatta Njai MP of The Gambia chairing proceedings. 
Volunteer committee members questioned witnesses about 
measures to protect employees form sexual harassment in the 
workplace. This was a very insightful and interesting.  

 

Amongst a variety of panel presentation, the final element of the 
Workshop day explored knowledge gained and shared. Key pledges 
from delegates included establishing Women and Equalities 
Committees, working closely with colleagues to establish gender 



sensitive scrutiny of legislation and budgets and commissioning 
Gender Sensitive Audits in delegates’ legislatures. 

 

This conference was incredibly illuminating. Although many of the 
delegates from the various Commonwealth countries experienced 
different societal norms and differing challenges around gender 
equality, our shared passion for wanting to see greater gender 
equality was a common bond shared by delegates. We all reflected 
upon how much we were able to take away from the opportunity to 
share stories and experiences from our given jurisdictions.  I wish to 
conclude by thanking the CPA for allowing me this opportunity to be 
exposed to such an informative conference, the lessons learned and 
the inspiration garnered, are sure to stay with me for a long time.  
 


